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 Method development is the first step in data analysis

● Separate the interesting objects

● Determine properties or features of the objects

● Gather the data

● Compare with other scores

● Summarize results

 Separation of objects and determination of features combined in 
deep learning pose estimation

Determine locomotion score from video
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Classical approach - results for blob detection
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 Tracking results (movie)

First results in analysis - tracking
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 No static thresholds anymore

 User input on setting thresholds changes into annotation that can be 
generalised

 https://alexemg.github.io/DeepLabCut/

 Good tutorials, easy setup, well maintained online

 Training and classification on GPU, speeds up calculation times

Classical vs deep learning pose estimation
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https://alexemg.github.io/DeepLabCut/


 Determine skeleton joint positions or 
bodyparts

 Feet L, R

 Heel L, R

 Knee L, R

 Neck

 Head

How to implement pose estimation in video?
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 From movies frames are selected by automatic algorithm, such that 
maximum variability is achieved in training and annotation data

Frame selection from movies for annotation
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Annotation of data by Python GUI interaction - 1
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Annotation of data by Python GUI interaction - 2
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 From each movie 20 frames were annotated, 12 movies total

 8 clicks for each joint in a frame. 8x20x12=1920 clicks total

 This is very minimal with respect to the results achieved!

Annotation data looks like (pixel coordinates):

Annotation data
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 Deep learning GPU machine

● Trained overnight and during weekend

 Can also be done on HPC Annuna from WUR

Training of the algorithm after annotation
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 Do not look at the size of the 
markers, they do not scale

 It is all about the position of 
the joints that have been 
detected
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Result movies
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 This is very 
good!

 Still complete 
skeleton 
available

Moving objects do not always interfere!
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 Lines converge, due to scaling

Time series of position of joint through movie
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 Connect the joints when skeleton is 
complete

 Determine scale invariant parameters, 
e.g. angles, angle changes

 Prepare time series, identical to step 
analysis

Next steps in analysis
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Questions and 
suggestions

Ard Nieuwenhuizen

ard.Nieuwenhuizen@wur.nl

Janne Kool

janne.kool@wur.nl
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